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WEEK 2 
(INCENTIVE MODEL) 

DAY 8  

 

Morning Session    : PowerPoint presentation by the participants about their products 

Afternoon Session  : Exploring crowd funding websites 

 

DAY 9  

 

Morning Session     : Rewards and Incentives Mentored by Mr. Sohil Patel (co -founder Printajoy)  

                                        and Mr. Amr Saleh (co-founder at Integreight)  

Afternoon Session  : 75 best awards on internet  headed  by Mr. Ateet Bajaj (founder start51) 

 
DAY 10  

 

Morning Session    : Mentored by Mrs. Aditi Gupta (founder menstrupedia) 

Afternoon Session  : : Reward prototyping 

 
DAY 11 

 

Morning Session    : Design product of reward making strategy 

Afternoon Session  : Mentored by Henry (MIT, currently working with fablabs@concept)  and kishan  

                                        Thobhani (co-founder printajoy) 
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DAY 8 
Morning session: POWERPOINT PRESENTATION BY PARTICIPANTS ABOUT THEIR PRODUCTS 

 

Over the weekend every team was supposed to make a power presentation of their products/ideas and 

also take feedback from potential consumers' about their requirements and needs in their products. The 

response the participants got was documented by them and presented to the group. 

Each team was given allotted 10 minutes to show their PowerPoint presentation, covering all the 

essential information about their products in a proper sequence. 

 

Every team was given an individual feedback about their presentation, what their presentations lacked 

and how the presentations could be more attractive. The presentations were followed by proper 

questioning round by the fellow participants.  

 

 

Afternoon session: EXPLORING CROWD FUNDING WEBSITES 

 

Each team searched for ideas similar to their ideas on other crowd funding websites. Helping them to 

learn from the mistakes of other such projects that were not successful and how they could give more 

attractive awards and incentives to attract more customers. Also what attracted the customers more and 

what they needed to inculcate in their videos to make it more attractive. 
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Day 9 

 

Morning Session: Rewards and Incentives Mentored by Mr. Sohil Patel (co -founder Printajoy) and Mr. Amr Saleh 

(co-founder at Integreight)  

Mr. Sohil Patel started the day with a Skype call to Mr. Ahmed Salel in Egypt. The session focused on a wide 

spectrum of things. Mr. Salel gave an idea of all the important things that need to done before uploading your video 

on crowd funding websites. Stating the three basics of crowd funding. 

1. Polishing of idea 

2. Incentives and Awards 

3. Video 

REWARDS AND INCENTIVES 

The latter part of the session focused on how to deicide the rewards for the customers. The range of the rewards, 

how to make the reward more lucrative. And what would be the most attractive offer for the customers. And to always 

have a back-up plan if the number of backers become stagnant on the websites. The most important idea of the 

session was "GO LOW ON FUNDS TO REACH HIGH ON PERCENTAGE FUNDING". 

AFTERNOON SESSION : 75 best awards on internet  headed  by Mr. Ateet Bajaj (founder start51) 

 

The afternoon session was headed by Mr. Ateet Bajaj who put light on the top 75  rewards on the internet on various 

crowd funding websites. The session was followed up with the participants deciding their own rewards and incentives 

and short listing the best rewards 
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DAY 10 
Morning session: Mentored by Mrs. Aditi Gupta (founder menstrupedia) 

  

The morning session focused on deciding the most suitable rewards for each team. And how to make the 

more product related and useful for the customer. Ms. Ankita also narrated her own story, how she along 

with her husband started menstrupedia and did a successful crowd funding campaign. Each team's top 

rewards were refined.  

 

 

Afternoon session: Reward prototyping  

 

The participants utilized the final session in prototyping of their rewards. The various rewards lists 

included things like T-shirts, early bird advantage, bracelets, bands and product specific rewards. The 

idea behind some rewards being "SELL IT BEFORE YOU MAKE IT."  
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Day 11 

Morning session: Design product of reward making strategy 

 

Each team finalized its top 10 rewards and started working on the designing of the rewards. The product 

specific rewards were finalized and rewards were made more customer friendly . 

 

Afternoon session : Mentored by Henry (MIT, currently working with fablabs@concept)  and kishan 

Thobhani (co-founder printajoy) 

 

Kishan and Heny helped the participants finalize their rewards and also told the participants about the 

rewards they had given in their successful crowd funding campaign, the mentors interacted with each 

team individually and focused on product specific rewards. The session also lead to a deeper 

understanding of investments to be done by the teams in making of the rewards, and how to make the 

rewards available at minimum cost to encourage more crowd funding. 
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Contact : 

Mr.Ateet Bajaj:                 ateetpatel@gmail.com 
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For any query mail at: s4@gtu.edu.in  

                                       : info@crowdfundinginitiator.com 

 
For more detail about CFI kindly refer : 

 

http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Jun/03062014_02.pdf  

 

http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14Jun/20062014_03.pdf 
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